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Handcrafted Wedding Rings
and Bespoke Jewelry by
Master Artisan Karl Linger

Ridgewood Shopping Center
3518 C Wade Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27607

www.thisringstrue.com

Ridgewood Shopping Center
3518 C Wade Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27607

CONTACT: KARL LINGER
zensetter@gmail.com

thisringstrue.com
984.200.0627

The studio is open Monday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. Walk-ins are welcome.
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about Karl linger

Across a storied 40-year career at some of the world’s finest jewelry houses, Karl Linger has cleaned
brooches and bracelets recovered from the RMS Titanic, and built the setting for one of the world’s
largest diamonds.

Karl was trained at the famed Oscar Heyman Bros. in Manhattan, and
has since crafted and set jewelry for some of the world’s most
recognized names.
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Handcrafted Wedding Rings
Original / Bespoke Jewelry
Jewelry Restorations
Jewelry Repairs

Rings True is a quiet, intimate studio where discerning
customers meet with jeweler Karl Linger to turn their
deepest sentiments into an inimitable marriage of
precious metals and gems.
984.200.0627

One-of-a-kind jewelry destined to

be the heirlooms of future
generations created from ethical
metals and gems.

Not ordered from a distant factory, but created right in his Raleigh studio—the
patient handwork of a master of the craft. Karl works collaboratively with the
customer from first sketch to final setting.
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Handcrafted WEDDING RINGS

At Rings True, there are no brightly lit cases stuffed with manufactured jewelry.
Engagement, wedding and anniversary rings are created with, and for, each customer, telling their
unique story through a highly personal, one-of-a-kind design.

Old fashioned and modern, fine and lacy, or architectural and geometric, Rings True creates
jewelry from every tradition.
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bespoke jewelry On commission

From classic to fanciful to whimsical: what you can imagine, Karl can create. Whether it's a gift for
someone special or a piece that reflects your own passion or personality, bespoke jewelry elevates
precious metals and gems into exquisite expressions of you.

With bespoke jewelry, the same investment you might make in typical massproduced jewelry will deliver original creations of superb quality, world-class
craftsmanship and impeccable provenance.
One-of-a-kind pieces created
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Your design sketched and planned

ethical practices

What makes jewelry ethical, socially conscious and eco-friendly?
Using antique, conflict-free or lab-grown diamonds and gems with recycled and fair trade metals—all
practices strongly embraced and transparently followed by Rings True.

According to Bridal Guide,
today more than 70% of brides
are including eco-friendly
elements in their events.

Rings True sourcing partners include
Pure Grown Diamonds (real diamonds
cultivated in a lab) and Stuller fair trade
metals.

Eco-Friendly Rings – A Celebrity Trend As Well
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The rings true studio

The studio is open Monday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. Walk-ins are welcome.

Karl has created a transparent environment free of middlemen
and sales people, where he works face to face with customers to
ensure nothing is lost in translation.

More Relevant trends

“At the very heart of making a wedding
day special, and at the core of making a
bride feel good, is that it and she should
feel different, and this desire to be
extraordinary is shaping the market as
more brides request bespoke rings in an
attempt to own something that is unique

to them.”

“One trend we will go ahead and
predict: Couples wanting an
engagement ring that’s unique
and says something about their
style…”
“But no matter what the future
holds, we think that the trend of
socially conscious and eco-friendly
rings—made with ethically sourced
gemstones and recycled precious
metals—is one that will never be
out of style!”
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More Relevant trends

“I think we’ll also see increased demand
for one-of-a-kind pieces. From unusual
designs to vintage finds, more and more
of our customers are looking for a one-off,
special piece that no one else has.”

“…with bespoke and
personalized jewelry being so
much in demand, having a
statement stone which is
different and a talking point is
very attractive.”

“Thanks to the patience of artists and individuals
who care about everyone in the pipeline, ethically
sourced looks will continue to become a priority.”
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